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Offers an in-depth, comparative analysis of consumer information models
applied in countries located in various continents
Assesses how the behavioral sciences’ critiques on the existing information
paradigm are received in legal orders with different legal traditions
Presents a topical, comparative analysis of recent developments in consumer
law in Europe and beyond, with a focus on information obligations
This book focuses on recent developments in consumer law, specifically addressing mandatory
disclosures and the topical problem of information overload. It provides a comparative analysis
based on national reports from countries with common law and civil law traditions in Asia,
America and Europe, and presents the reports in the form of chapters that have been drafted
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on the basis of a questionnaire, and which use the same structure as the questionnaire to
allow them to be easily compared. The book starts with an analysis of the basic assumptions
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underlying the current consumer protection models and examines whether and how consumer
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models adapt to the new market conditions. The second part addresses the information
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obligations themselves, first highlighting the differences in the reported countries before
narrowing the analysis down to countries with a general pre-contractual information duty,
particularly the transparency requirements that often come with such a duty. The next part
examines recent developments in the law on food labelling, commercial practices and unfair
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contract terms in order to identify whether similar traits can be found in European and nonEuropean jurisdictions.
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